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ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

In 2011 the Council on Social Work Education Religion and
Spirituality Work Group was organized “to promote social workers’
knowledge, values, and skills for ethical and eﬀective practice that
takes into account the diverse expressions of religion and spirituality
among clients and their communities.” In this article we discuss how
the mission, charters, and goals of historically Black colleges and
universities (HBCUs) addressed the domains of religion and spirituality from their inception. More speciﬁcally, the focus of this discussion
is the epistemology of spirituality and religion at HBCUs from historical and contemporary perspectives. Content on the exploration of
the related themes, religion and spirituality, as manifested in the
curriculum, cultural milieu, and social environment of HBCUs will be
described. Additionally, we document the role and inﬂuence of the
African American community, church, and political insurgency. These
forces, coupled with the inability or unwillingness of established
social service agencies and other social institutions to address issues
of inequality and marginalization of African Americans, inﬂuenced
the essence of the content oﬀered in HBCU schools of social work.
Spirituality, advocacy for material aid, and critical race theory are
themes that were prevalent in HBCUs curriculum. Finally we show
that this “unique HBCU curriculum” was brought about primarily by
environmental factors such as racism, segregation, and ﬁnancial
uncertainty, leading to what Du Bois referred to as a doubleconsciousness.

Historically Black colleges;
religion; spirituality

Introduction
Spirituality and religion have been two concepts that have formed the foundation of the
social structure of the United States. Recent data released by the Pew Research Center
(2015) show that the number of Americans who identify with some form of religion is
about 75% of the population, with the majority identifying with one of the branches of
Christianity. Some racial and ethnic groups report being more religious/spiritual than
others, with African Americans being the most religious/spiritual demographic subgroup.
Because the words spirituality and religion are often used interchangeably, it is important to clarify how they are both similar and diﬀerent. In this article we use the following
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typology to help deﬁne the diﬀerence between spirituality and religion as adapted from the
work of Jack Hawley (1993, p. 4):
Religion
Product of a certain time or place
Meant for a group
Focus more on prescribed beliefs
Codes of conduct
A system of thought
A set of beliefs, to move along the path
Institutions and organizations
A way of life

Spirituality
Broadly inclusive of many eras and traditions
More private, personal
Contains elements common to all religions
Methods of practice
A body of practice
A state beyond the senses (beyond even thought)
Networks of like-minded seekers
A practice

With this paradigm in mind, we argue that spirituality belongs in the domain of the
individual’s beliefs and practices, while religion is a community’s manifestation of what is
sacred and helps to hold that society or group together. As illustrated by the Pew ﬁndings
cited above, religion, and especially Christianity, has been and continues to be a hallmark
of American life and more so for African Americans. They have relied on the church for
personal and spiritual solace during slavery, freedom, and the harsh Jim Crow period.
Regardless of race, this religious and spiritual ethos has carried over into other social
institutions and many of the helping professions. A case in point is social welfare and the
profession of social work in the United States; this profession had its roots ﬁrmly planted
in the Judeo-Christian heritage:
For I was hungry and you fed me,
I was thirsty and you gave me drink,
I was a stranger and you welcomed me,
I was without clothes and you clothed me,
I was in prison and you visited me. (Matthew 25: 31–46)

This passage from the New Testament of the King James Version of the Bible clearly states
the ethics and values with which early social workers concerned themselves. For example, the
social work profession’s original eﬀorts were attempts to provide charity to persons experiencing problems of poverty and pauperism, which, in the past and prior to industrialization,
urbanization, and specialization, had been handled largely by the family, the church, and good
Samaritans. One of the basic tenets of early Christianity was that those who had resources and
means should help support and share with those who were in need.
There is extensive agreement that social work has a religious foundation (Keith-Lucas,
1989; Marty, 1980; Neibuhr, 1932). As the literature illustrates, a close association existed
during the 1800s between religion and social work. Piety to others made service a
component of spirituality. Relief or aid had roots in churches and church-aﬃliated groups.
These values informed the foundation of social work in the United States. For example,
New York City had 500 private social welfare organizations with some type of aﬃliation to
a church group in the latter part of the 19th century with Protestant churches being the
largest denomination reﬂected at the time (Karger & Stoesz, 2014). With urbanization, the
informal helping systems of the church and family began to be replaced by more
formalized social welfare services (Dolgoﬀ & Feldstein, 2009; Karger & Stoesz, 2014).
The early Charity Organization Society (COS) focused on help beyond the limited
government assistance and later directed thought and analysis to “case” work with
individuals and families.
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Following closely behind the COS was the settlement house movement developed in
and focused on integrated communities of the poor and rich, which provided guidance
and socialization of the former, modeled after Toynbee Hall in London and including
Chicago’s Hull House founded by Jane Addams and Ellen Gates Starr in 1889 (Addams,
1910; Austin, 2000; Karger & Stoesz, 2014). Settlement houses and the COSs were the
major deliverers of aid, and their approach to needy people included a heavy dispensation
of morality, virtue, and good character. Jane Addams oﬀered the following characterization of the COSs: “[A] negative pseudo scientiﬁc spirit pervaded the COS agent: “don’t
give, don’t act, don’t do this, don’t do that; all they give the poor is advice—and for that
they probably send the Almighty a bill (quoted in Figuerira-McDonough, 2007, p. 111).”
There was a strong assumption that charity would enhance traits of dependency and
slothfulness and a belief that if the poor were helped, their moral ﬁber would be weakened.
The poor were required to get rid of any possessions that were valuable before they could
receive aid. The COSs provided care to the destitute and, in general, coordinated relief
giving while settlements were established in immigrant neighborhoods and helped the
poor by organizing them for political mobilization that was directed toward social reform.
However, social workers in both delivery systems ﬁgured out that while prescribing
morality and spiritual guidance, the poor also needed material aid and resources.
From the outset, there was a focus on spiritual needs and spiritual guidance within
the profession (Austin, 2000; Karger & Stoesz, 2014). This focus was not always
manifested in theoretical constructs or practice within the profession or the curriculum
of emerging schools of social work with the exception of the historically black colleges
and universities (HBCUs). HBCUs adopted this construct and gave religion and
spirituality a central place in their curricula even when the profession was becoming
secular. In the following pages, the authors will demonstrate some of the historical and
contemporary contributions of these schools to the profession of social work in the
United States, primarily through the development of innovative curricula in response to
historical oppression. The curricula recognized the need for an awareness of spirituality, as well as advocacy for “material aid” to complement spirituality. Theoretical
constructs and paradigms for enhancing self-esteem, personal strengths, and leadership,
now labeled critical race theory, were also evident. The church was signiﬁcant as the
venue where many of these innovative responses took place predating the establishment
of HBCUs. But, ﬁrst, a note about the origins and mission of the nation’s HBCUs.

Emancipation, Jim Crow, and the birth of HBCUs
During the latter part of the 19th century, when Blacks were emancipated, Black schools,
colleges, and universities in the South were established with the assistance of Northern
groups. The American Missionary Association (AMA) of the congregational church, the
Board of Missions for the Freedmen of the Presbyterian Church, and the African
Methodist Episcopal Church had a strong presence in the South as did other denominations including Baptists, Methodists, Lutherans, and Quakers, who also joined the eﬀort
(Drewry & Doermann, 2001). Some church-initiated schools included Clark College (now
Clark Atlanta University), Fisk College, Talladega College—all founded by the AMA.
Morehouse College, Virginia Union, Shaw University, and Benedict College were started
by the American Baptist Home Mission Society. Rust College and Morgan State University
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were likewise started by the Methodist Episcopal Church (Roebuck & Murty, 1993).
Morris Brown College and Edward Waters College were among the colleges started by
the African Methodist Episcopal Church (Roebuck & Murty, 1993). The newly developed
HBCUs reﬂected the ideology of their religious sponsoring organizations that included the
goals of Christian education, personal responsibility, and social concern and the mission
of “uplift” and service to others (Bowles, Hopps, & Clayton, 2016).
Many of the HBCUs, like the Augusta Institute, founded in 1867, which moved to
Atlanta in 1879 and was renamed Atlanta Baptist College and later renamed again in 1929
as Morehouse College, were founded to educate “Negro” men in theology and education;
Natchez University, founded in 1877, later became Jackson State University and was
established to train “Negro” men for the ministry. In 1883 Clark College established a
department of religion known as Gammon School of Theology, which in 1888 became an
independent theological seminary. In 1958 four schools of theology united to form the
Interdenominational Theological Center (ITC): Morehouse School of Religion,
Morehouse College, Atlanta, Georgia; Gammon Theological Seminary, Clark College,
Atlanta, Georgia; Turner Theological Seminary, Morris Brown College, Atlanta, Georgia;
and Phillips School of Theology, Christian Methodist Episcopal Church, Jackson,
Tennessee. Other seminaries later joined ITC: Johnson C. Smith Theological Seminary,
Charlotte, North Carolina; and Charles H. Mason Theological Seminary and Lutheran
Theological Center, Atlanta, Georgia (LTCA). ITC is a major center for the training of
African American theologians (Anderson (1988); Bowles et al., 2016; Low & Clift, 1981).
HBCUs felt that religious education was as foundational as knowledge of the arts and
sciences for persons to be well rounded and educated. There was strong belief that those
who were fortunate enough to be the recipients of an education had an ethical responsibility to give back to their communities. Education, in other words, was not for one’s own
self-interest, but rather for the uplift of one’s family, people, community, and nation
(Roebuck & Murty, 1993).
As church-aﬃliated institutions, the education that the students received provided
elements missing in many institutions of higher education, those elements being moral
character and community service (Giles, 2010). The following quote, from Bennett
College’s mission statement, is representative of these positions: “As a United Methodist
Church related institution, Bennett College promotes morally grounded maturation,
intellectual honesty, purposeful public service, and responsible civic action.”
The early HBCUs lived out a social gospel by educating their students and preparing
them to address the issues confronting their community. These schools, of necessity, had no
tolerance for the kind of Christianity that was blind to the human condition of African
Americans. These conditions and disparities were taught in classes, preached about in
chapel, and experienced through service learning and volunteer projects; the campus culture
embraced this knowledge. The questions at this juncture are why and how did these values
and ethics become so enshrined in the curricula of not only the undergraduate programs but
also the professional schools, including those of social work?

Social structure, spirituality, and the HBCU
HBCUs always had unique obligations relative to the African American community, and
they continued to do so, including maintaining a cultural and historical tradition,
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development and fostering of central leadership, enhancing economic growth and suﬃciency, presenting role models who can translate the meaning of larger systemic geopolitical and economic issues, educating a cadre of individuals that address problems
stemming from both African Americans and whites, and developing individuals capable
of addressing specialized areas in research, education and knowledge, and education and
information dissemination (Roebuck & Murty, 1993). Schools of social work at HBCUs
expanded this tradition. They added, among other things, what was noted earlier: spirituality, advocacy for material aid, and resources, and they developed a theoretical construct now popularly referred to in the literature as critical race theory. There was an
emphasis on the family, its structure, and the political, economic, and educational plight
of its members (Adams, 1981 & 2000). Further, there was concern about the speciﬁc
conditions of Blacks and courses reﬂected that orientation, for example, “Industrial
Problems and the Negro” and “The Negro and the Church” (Adams, 1981 & 2000;
Heyliger, 1943).
As mentioned above, HBCU schools of social work gave both spirituality and religion a
pivotal place within their curriculum. For example, Fisk College, founded in 1866 in
Nashville, Tennessee, established an early social work program that focused on the
development of professionals for social work delivery where an environment that incorporated a spiritual orientation existed. The Bishop Tuttle Memorial Training School of
Social Work at St. Elizabeth’s College in North Carolina had a similar religious orientation
(Carlton-LaNey, 2001). The Atlanta School of Social Work, the ﬁrst accredited program
for “Negroes,” also included a religious orientation and an emphasis on sociological
research as a means of solving social problems.
The Atlanta School of Social Work was established as an independent program and
later became aﬃliated with Atlanta University. Although the program was independent,
similar in organization to the New York School of Social Work (now Columbia
University), it was situated in an academic milieu that included Morehouse College and
Spelman College (Adams, 1981 & 2000). Morehouse’s initial mission was to educate
African American men for the ministry, and Spelman’s motto was “our whole school
for Christ” and remains so today. In short, these early schools reﬂected spirituality and
had both an implicit and explicit faith orientation.
The social work program that was started at Howard University in 1935 followed much
of this orientation owing largely to the same early leadership, such as E. Franklin Frazier.
Frazier assumed a position in the Department of Sociology at Howard University in 1934
after receiving a doctoral degree from the University of Chicago in 1931. While in the
Sociology Department, he began a program of social work that was the precursor to the
Howard University School of Social Work. It was Frazier who recruited the ﬁrst director
of the new School of Social Work, Inabel Burns Lindsey (Bowles et al., 2016; Brown,
Gourdine, & Crewe, 2011). So it is easy to see why the Howard University School of Social
Work was patterned after the Atlanta School of Social Work.
It would be not until the middle part of the 20th century before additional schools of
social work at HBCUs would be established. A sizeable number began after the Civil
Rights Movement and later the War on Poverty highlighted the need for professional
social services targeting educationally and economically challenged urban and rural communities. These new schools of social work, like the ones before them, incorporated the
missions established by the institutions that focused on education in the context of
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understanding the unique pressures faced by African Americans in response to discrimination, oppression, and other structural barriers. Hence, spirituality and a sense of hope,
resilience and strength, and self-esteem and leadership were integrated into the newly
formed social work programs. The mission statement of Miles College, an HBCU in
Alabama, states clearly the role of religion in the college and its school of social work:
a senior, liberal arts, church related college with roots in the Christian Methodist Episcopal
Church and in the tradition of the Historically Black College, motivates and directs its
students to seek holistic development that leads to intellectual, ethical, spiritual and serviceoriented lives. Guided by these core values, the Miles College education involves students in
rigorous study of the liberal arts as preparation for work and life-long learning, in the
acquisition of verbal, technological and cultural literacy, and in critical community participation; all as a prelude to responsible citizenship in the global society which they will help to
shape. (Miles College, 2014)

Advocacy for material aid and resources is implied through community participation,
and self-esteem- leadership through responsible citizenship. This mission was not limited
to the private HBCUs; for example, Jackson State University, a public HBCU in Jackson,
Mississippi, was initially established as Natchez Seminary in 1877 and developed a social
work program in 1994. A course is oﬀered in which spirituality is embedded in a focus on
the Black experience.

Professionalization and spirituality: A complicated mix
Arguably, spirituality/religion and formal social work practice were alienated from each
other with seemingly irreconcilable diﬀerences until recently (Joseph, 1988; Levin, 2001;
Northcut, 2000), with the possible exception of schools of social work located at HBCUs
and other schools founded by religious organizations. For example, Atlanta University
School of Social Work had as one of its early educational curriculum goals “an understanding of people as bio-psycho-social and spiritual beings” (Adams, 1981 & 2000, pp.
23–24). Social work’s shift from early religious/spiritual considerations was due in large
part to two factors: social work’s need to gain academic credibility as a young profession
and Freud’s inﬂuence on the profession (Cnaan, Wineburg, & Boddie, 1999). Freud argues
in The Future of an Illusion (1927/1953) that religion represents the perpetuation of a
piece of infantile behavior in adult life. He goes on to state that religion is simply an
immature response to the awareness of helplessness. Religion is wishful thinking. Freud
encouraged mental health professionals to have clients “look internally” for the etiology
and explanations of personal problems rather than to theological or other explanations.
He assumed that religion guided people to suppress their impulses, which aided selfregulation of one’s violent tendencies (Jones, 1957; Rothenberg, 1997). In contrast, some
social work and other mental health professions assumed that religion could serve to
anesthetize people so that they placed their hopes on life after death rather than deal with
their current challenges, that is, personal troubles. The profession was concerned with
boundary maintenance and particularly the potential for practitioners to superimpose
their belief system on clients (Sperry, 2012). Professional distancing from religion was a
concerted eﬀort to avoid such dilemmas. Hence, social workers made a clear distinction
between their personal religious beliefs and their professional work with clients (Reamer,
2012). The experience(s) of graduates of HBCUs might well have been diﬀerent.
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Schools of social work at HBCUs understood that for many Blacks the church was an
extension of their family in that it served as a source of support both spiritually and socially.
Here young people learned to sing, to read the scriptures, to speak publicly, for example, by
introducing and welcoming visitors, to participate in and organize drama productions—all
skills and talents, including leadership, that could be used to undergird their educational
aspirations throughout their lives. All church activities involved building positive selfesteem, organizational, and leadership skills. Hence, the Black church was a main stay in
people’s lives, a place to seek salvation from God and where personal and communal
counsel and advice were sought (Higginbotham, 1994; Hines & Boyd-Franklin, 2005;
Lincoln & Mamiya, 1990; and personal experiences of authors). What was evident was
positive role modeling for youth and young adults (Frazier, 1964). The church was also the
place for growing awareness of the strength of collective organized behavior and where
political skills and leadership were shaped and honed (Lincoln & Mamiya, 1990; McAdam,
1999).
Churches were among the few established social institutions able to oﬀer some care to
Blacks who migrated north at the beginning of the 20th century. The urban Black church
became an extended family away from home for thousands of the unemployed, new
arrivals to the city. Some scholars recognize that though the Black churches in the
North tried to help this large inﬂux of migrants, many were ill-equipped to do so
(Clayton, 1996). Social service agencies were also unprepared to help members of the
Black urban class pouring into cities, owing to their poor strategic planning and the fact
that they were impecunious and without resources to help this wave of needful residents
(Bowles et al., 2016; Clayton, 1996). Over time, the church became the dominant force in
the lives of many African Americans and was considered the only institution that they
owned. The racial conditions in the South, that is, Jim Crow, and in the North, that is,
subtle discrimination, pushed individuals toward the church as a helping locality-based
resource. Hence, the church can be viewed as a therapeutic entity in that it provided an
opportunity for individual (spiritual dimension) and collective catharsis (religion and
religiosity)—an opportunity for the release of tension from societal oppression and painful
experiences (Bowles et al., 2016; Clayton, 1996; Du Bois, 1903; Levin, 2001).
To further understand why schools of social work at HBCUs incorporated spirituality
from their beginnings, one has to again reemphasize the Black church’s role historically
and currently as a therapeutic gathering place, where experiences could be conﬁrmed,
suﬀering talked about, catharsis or the voicing of pent-up emotions expressed, and
persecutors identiﬁed and discussed so that pain could be addressed or avoided in the
future. Church served as a transformative experience. Hence, the Black church has served
to mitigate mental health problems by being a source of individual and group therapy in
reinterpreting the negative messages given by the larger society. This has meant that the
Black church has buﬀered the Black sense of self by promoting the internalization of
positive self-images and self-worth to counter the negative images that society expresses
(Frazier, 1964). This orientation is in keeping with the tenets of critical race theory.
Schools of social work at HBCUs understood the role played by Black churches and valued
the importance of the inclusion of spirituality reinforced with recognition of the need for
material aid and resources, and how to teach community organization and mobilization in an
eﬀort to obtain aid and assistance from oppressive, often discriminatory, systems. We argue
that this emphasis on recognizing and challenging the role of the oppressive governmental
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and social systems, which had their roots in slavery, was the beginning of critical race theory.
This theoretical framework had as its early proponents W. E. B. Du Bois, Frederick Douglass,
and Sojourner Truth. These intellectuals argued that it was the social structure that determines
who receives beneﬁts and the context in which those beneﬁts are derived. Du Bois, in his
research at Atlanta University, pointed out that due to slavery, prejudice and discrimination
had become permanent features of American society (Du Bois, 1903, 1910). Therefore, it was
up to the Black institutions to challenge the structure and ﬁght for the rights of African
Americans. Viewing the social structure through this lens is the basis of the current critical
race theory arguments made popular in the 1970s and 1980s (Delgado & Stefancic, 2001)
This emphasis on race and racism made the curriculum relevant for the preparation of
students who would provide services to meet the needs of oppressed, marginalized Black
clients. With critical race theory serving as a backdrop, coupled with a recognition of
spirituality, schools of social work stressed looking at client strengths, which was viewed as
important in working with families who were dealing with issues related to material needs
owing to scarce resources, poor housing, inadequate schools, health care disparities, public
safety, and more recently substance abuse, AIDS, and other life traumas that are in part
the vestiges of an unequal, two-tier social welfare system (Bowles & Hopps, 2014; FigueraMcDonough, 2007). It would have been and continues to be unthinkable to consider
oﬀering services to Blacks without attention to spirituality if the client oﬀered that this was
a source of support, guidance, and internal strength for him or her. It was also culturally
sensitive (Hopps, Pinderhughes, & Shanker, 1995).
Schools of social work at HBCUs knew that practitioners needed to be able to accept
and hear the meaning that spirituality played in clients’ lives and using that knowledge to
help clients problem solve and navigate issues they were dealing with in both micro-, for
example, counseling for a family member, and macro-, for example, seeking improved
safety in neighborhoods, systems. The faculty were cognizant of and instructed their
students on the necessity of maintaining professional boundaries and avoiding any
inclination of imposing personal religious views on client systems (NASW Code of
Ethics; Reamer, 2012).

Role of accrediting body: Council on Social Work Education
The Council on Social Work Education did not include the term spirituality as part of
assessment or intervention until the 2008 Educational Policy and Accreditation Standards
(EPAS). The 2008 standards require that schools of social work provide students with the
ability to develop biopsychosocial spiritual assessments and interventions. In particular,
Core Competence Educational Policy 2.1.7 and 3.1 state the following:
Educational Policy 2.1.7—Apply Knowledge of Human Behavior and the Social Environment
Social workers are knowledgeable about human behavior across the life course, the range of
social systems in which people live, and the ways social systems promote or deter people in
maintaining or achieving health and well-being. Social workers apply theory and knowledge
from the liberal arts to understand biological, social, cultural, psychological, and spiritual
development (Council on Social Work Education, 2008, p. 6, emphasis added).
Educational Policy 3.1—Diversity The program’s commitment to diversity—including
age, class, color, culture, disability, ethnicity, gender, gender identity and expression,
immigration status, political ideology, race, religion, sex, and sexual orientation—is
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reﬂected in its learning environment (institutional setting, selection of ﬁeld education
settings and their clientele; composition of program advisory or ﬁeld committees; educational and social resources; resource allocation; program leadership; speaker series, seminars, and special programs; support groups, research, and other initiatives; and the
demographic make-up of its faculty, staﬀ, and student body) (Council on Social Work
Education, 2008, p. 10, emphasis added).
Preceding these standards, in the 1920s at the Atlanta School of Social Work there was
recognition of the need for a biopsychosocial spiritual framework, as previously reported.
Other HBCUs followed this pedagogy. In subsequent years, these practices became
institutionalized in the wider profession. Speciﬁcally, in 2011 the CSWE Religion and
Spirituality Work Group was organized to “promote social workers’ knowledge, values,
and skills for ethical and eﬀective practice that takes into account the diverse expressions
of religion and spirituality among clients and their communities” (CSWE, n.d.).
Social work was late in incorporating spirituality in its educational paradigm when
compared with other professions (Sheridan, Wilmer, & Atcheson, 1994). It should be
noted, however, that a smaller group, the North American Association of Christians in
Social Work (NACSW), grew out of a series of annual conferences beginning in 1950
where the focus was on how to incorporate spirituality in practice. In 1954 NACSW was
incorporated in the state of Illinois as the Evangelical Social Work Conference and since
1963 has been known as the North American Association of Christians in Social Work
when large numbers of social workers living in Canada became members (NACSW,
2008).
Larry Dossey (1993) in Healing Words: The Power of Prayer and the Practice of
Medicine was among the ﬁrst to advocate for the role of the mind and spirit in the
practice of medicine and health behavior. Before the publication of Healing Words, only
three U.S. medical schools had courses devoted to exploring the role of religious practice
and prayer in health; currently nearly 90 medical schools have developed such courses
known as integrative medicine, deﬁned as wellness and healing of the entire person
(biopsycho-sociospiritual dimension; Dossey, 2008).
This recent focus on spirituality has impacted each of the mental health professions
so that social workers, like other mental health professionals (psychiatrists, psychologists, licensed counselors, pastoral counselors), are integrating spirituality into their
assessments and interventions with clients (Canda, 1998; Canda & Furman, 2010;
White, 2006) At the beginning of the 1990s, a group of psychologists and psychiatrists
saw the need for a new psychiatric category for religious and spiritual problems. The
concern was that mental health professionals did not have a good understanding of the
religious and spiritual dimensions of mental health. A proposal was submitted to the
Task Force on Diagnostic Statistical Manual-IV in 1991 (Lukoﬀ, 1998), which is the
national consensus statement on clinical diagnosis, and was approved in 1993 with the
title “Religious or Spiritual Problems” (Diagnostic Statistical Manual-IV (DSM IV;
American Psychiatric Association [APA], 1994). It was also included in DSM-IV-TR
(APA, 2000) and is included in DSM-V (APA, 2013), both of which are consensusbased documents. The latter oﬀers a broader recognition of religion, spirituality, and
psychiatric diagnosis than does DSM-IV or DSM-IV-TR.
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Why has the social work profession shown increasing interest in spirituality?
There have been growing tendencies in response, apparently to an oversecularized world
that challenged social work to give more concerted thought to the spiritual needs of
individual and community client systems. This tendency is not based on ideological
conservatism or exclusivity but rather on greater fellowship with and acceptance of all
human beings (Hopps, 2000). The desire to realize fully one’s own nature and the need to
connect with an entity greater than the individual self are two major aspects of human
nature. The eﬀort to integrate these within the person and among culture is related to
spiritual awareness (Smith, 1995). Therefore, social workers are increasingly viewing
spirituality as a component in the healing process (Tolliver, 1997). The profession is
faced with clients who are emotionally and psychologically challenged given the stresses
inherent in modern society. This seeking of spiritual enrichment is occurring despite the
decline in membership in most mainstream religions, as noted earlier. Other helping
professions are incorporating spirituality content, for example, clinical psychology and
nursing. Schools of social work are confronting the threat to the profession posed by other
disciplines and professions by aggressively positioning religion and spirituality in their
oﬀerings.
Reﬂective of the growing interest in spirituality and religion in contemporary social
work, the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary in Louisville, Kentucky, in 1984 developed a social work program named the Carver School of Church Social Work and was
accredited by the CSWE Commission on Accreditation (Garland, 1995). Two decades
later, Baylor University, the world’s largest Baptist university, established a social work
program with a spiritual basis. The Baylor program now oﬀers a MDIV/MSW and an
MTS (Master of Theological Studies)/MSW. The latter degree program focuses on a
community ministry that requires knowledge of advanced social work practice that is
based in fundamental Christian theological concepts and scripture that are undergirded by
a Baptist identity (Baylor University, Diana R. Garland School of Social Work, n.d.). The
push to collaborate with divinity schools and pastoral counseling programs is yet another
educational response to this thrust. Or, threat? Interest is also manifest in the growth of
joint degree programs, which suggests a dual professional identity that social work and
pastoral counseling or divinity programs must grapple with in theory and praxis. Roughly
24 (12%) of schools of social work oﬀer dual or joint programs in theology and divinity
(see Table 1).

Conclusions: Moving forward
Recognizing major demographic shifts that require reevaluation of educational paradigms,
the social work profession has little choice but to accelerate the inclusion of spirituality in
its educational processes. Although there is growing recognition of the value of spirituality
in treatment and counseling processes, a bedeviling issue is how to incorporate and
integrate this value, theoretical stream, and evidence of eﬀectiveness into the curricula
of mainstream helping professions: social work, nursing, counseling, psychology, and
medicine. Demographic changes noted above, especially new racial and ethnic groups
and the browning and the aging of the population.(Sawhill & McLanahan, 2006), will
accelerate the acceptance of spiritual/religious dimensions in the profession. The latter
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Table 1. Master’s social work programs oﬀering dual joint programs in theology/divinity.
Institution
Abilene Christian University
Andrews University
Asbury University
Augsburg College
Baylor University
Boston College
Boston University
College of St. Catherine/University of St. Thomas
Columbia University
Loyola University, Chicago
Marywood University
in collaboration with Moravian Theological Seminary
Monmouth University
Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey
St. Catherine University/University of St. Thomas
Collaborative
St. Louis University
University of Chicago
University of Connecticut
University of Connecticut in cooperation with the Yale
School of Divinity
University of Denver
University of Georgia with Emory University
University of Louisville in conjunction with The Louisville
Presbyterian Seminary
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill in conjunction
with Duke University Divinity School
University of Pittsburgh
Virginia Commonwealth University in cooperation with the
Richmond Theological Consortium, which includes
Union-Presbyterian School of Christian Education,
Baptist Theological Seminary at Richmond, and Samuel
De Witt Proctor School of Theology at Virginia Union

Joint/dual degrees
MSW/MDiv
MSW/NDiv
MSW/MDiv; MSW/MA Christian Studies
MSW/MA Theology
MSW/MDiv or MTS/MSW
MSW/MA Pastoral Counseling
MSW/MDiv
MSW/MAT Theology
MSW/MDiv
MDiv/MSW
MSW/MDiv
MSW/MDiv
MSW/MAT Theology
MSW/MAPS Pastoral Studies; MSW/MASCD Spiritual Care for
Deaconess; MSW/MA in Theology; MSW/MDeac Deaconess
Studies
AM/MDiv
MSW/MTS Master of Theological Studies; MSW/MAPSC,
Master of Spiritual Care
MSW/MDiv
MSW/MDiv
MSSW/MDiv
Dual degree in social work and divinity
MSW/MDiv
MSW/MDiv

Taken from http://www.naddssw.org/pages/wp-content/uploads/2012/10/23a-JH-NADD-MSW-Programs-OFfering-DualJoint-Degrees.

may explain why medicine and psychology moved ahead of social work in recognition of
this new intervention. The role of the social worker and the use of culturally and
spiritually sensitive practice is best summed up in the following quote:
One night in San Francisco about 20 years ago, I was riding in a car with another organizer
and two middle-aged African-American women who were leaders in our organization. One
woman consistently punctuated her comments with the phrase, “Praise God”—which struck
me as inane at the time. Within 6 months I had come to reﬂect on the fact that, overwhelmingly, the lives of the people with whom I had been working—virtually all low- to
moderate-income people of color and working class ethnic whites—revolved around their
religious and spiritual beliefs. Their ﬁrst organizational loyalty was to their church, whether
for religious, spiritual, social, cultural, educational, political, or economic reasons. What was
inane was that I, along with the majority of my colleagues, was ignorant not only of what
religion and spirituality meant to family’s tradition as well. How in the world, I asked myself,
could I be useful to them in making long-extended life changes? Of course, I couldn’t—which
was the impetus to my becoming a rabbi and signiﬁcantly increasing my understanding of
spirituality and religion. Subsequently I came to work within the ﬁeld of interfaith
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congregational community organizing, which since then has evolved into one of the most
noteworthy arenas of grassroots community organizing.
It’s certain that once we begin to consider the role of spirituality and religion in the lives of
our profession’s beneﬁciaries, soon after we’re going to begin having insights into how we can
intervene more eﬀectively. Thus the social work role relative to spirituality and religion may
move from one that is largely passive to one that is proactive. (Rabbi Moshe ben Asher, 2001)

To be eﬀective, a paradigm shift is necessary and will require that spirituality and those
who specialize in this content area be given a place at the table. Material has to be well
selected and then thoroughly integrated into theory and practice domains. This may mean
welcoming new spirituality specialists into traditional professional teams, for those with a
joint MSW and pastoral counseling credentials, social work/pastor partnerships, or those
who elect the specialty and become experts via study and practice.
This discussion focused on the connection between the profession of social work,
religion/spirituality, and the role that HBCUs have played in advancing this relationship.
Social work’s roots in the Christian and Jewish charity movements of the 19th century
remind us that the bridge to spirituality/religion is part of its foundations (Barker, 1998;
Hopps, 2000). Schools of social work at HBCUs were on board with these concepts prior
to most other schools with the possible exception of some with religious aﬃliation, for
example, Catholic schools, and the profession’s academic accreditation body. HBCUs and
their social work programs have been reckoning with human experience since their
beginnings in the late 1800s and have been reﬁning their grasp of the role of spirituality
and the populations that they serve. While modern social work mainly presses for
empirical validation and stresses evidenced-based practice, there remains a role for
religion/spirituality as HBCUs have demonstrated.
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